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From Lawn parties to
Homecoming CDE has been
busy this Fall Semester!
October started of with a bang as we
invited supreme artist Rozes to the club as
part of CDE's Official Lawnparties After
Party. Continuing the celebrations, we
hosted a large group of fantastic alumni at
the club for a day of celebrating the return
of athletics to the campus in the wake of
the Covid hiatus. These are the just the
headlines, keep reading to check out what
else we've been getting up to this fall!
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CLUB LIFE

As you can tell from the
adjacent pictures the
academic year is hotting up,
and our members are taking
breaks whenever, and
wherever, they can.
Aside from copious
amounts of napping, we
have been continuing the
strong Rock Band tradition
in the theatre room, the
pool tournament is in its
final stages, and a new
found puzzle craze has
gripped the crane room!
With Bill continuing to
provide such amazing food,
and holiday season fast
approaching we all feel very
fortunate to be Gunners
right about now!

CDE is a great place to relax
and watch football. On
Sundays in particular - Matt
Kellenberger '22
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CLUB LIFE CONTINUED

From Jersey Shore to a night at the
circus, we've been having a
wonderful time celebrating being
together this semester! - David
Hoffman '22

The above pictures were taken at just a few of
the club celebrations that we held this year. You
can see this year's officers gathered together to
celebrate a Jersey Shore wedding, This year's
new members gathered for initiations, and the
night at the circus semi formals.
Due to university regulations implemented at
the end of the semester we were unable to hold
formals in December, however looking back at
these events the club has a lot to be thankful for.
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LAWNPARTIES

Featuring Special Guest Rozes.
This year Lawnparties took place on
Sunday the 3rd of October, and thanks to
Social Chairs Shannon Griffin and Niko
Gjaja, we were able to host the amazing
Rozes to perform for us and our guests.
Rozes came to prominence in 2015
through a collaboration with DJs The
Chainsmokers.

Rozes was awesome! I am so
happy that we were able to pull of
the first successful night
headliner for Lawn Parties! Shannon Griffin '22

We were extremely
fortunate to be able to host
Rozes, especially given this
was the first time she had
performed in the last two
years. The performance
took part on the evening of
Sunday the 3rd for what has
been referred to as the
"Official Lawnparties After
Party."
Both CDE members and
their guests LOVED having
Rozes at the club, and it is
safe to say that it was the
perfect ending to an
incredible day!
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HOMECOMING

Princeton V. Harvard

This year's Homecoming
game between Princeton
and Harvard occurred
Saturday the 23rd of
October. The game ended
up in an exciting 5 OT win
over the Crimson, 18-16.
At CDE we wanted to
welcome home all of our
alumni back to the club to
celebrate both the team,
and a first return to the club
since the Covid pandemic
interrupted in-person
learning. A large group of
alumni travelled back to
Princeton, and the club, to
support the team, all of
whom's captains are
Gunners.

Homecoming was a really
heartwarming event, all of CDE's
football team members were grateful
for the club hosting our families and
alumni! - Tavaris Noel '22
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ACTIVITIES

Brought to you by Abby Myers '22, Niko
Gjaja '22, and Shannon Griffin '22!
Our fantastic activities chair Abby Myers has
been busy this month. Abby has planned
activities ranging from Karaoke to Trivia Night,
and has been continuing to hold philanthropic
poker nights. Enjoy the following pictures of
various activities we have been taking part in as
a club:

Karaoke Night!

Bull riding at the rodeo!

The reign of rock band continues

Card Night!

Bill with the Mechanical Bull!

Members have been really
throwing themselves into
activities this semester, we're
really happy to see such great
engagement! - Abby Meyers '22
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IM'S

CDE continues to dominate
IM's!
As a club we have taken eagerly to the
inter-club IM competitions this
semester. To the right you can see the
triumphant Matt Kellenberger and
David Harvey, who brought home our
first win of the semester in the
badminton.
Since then we have continued the
winning ways with Brady Wedbush and
Joe Kelly dominating the Spike ball,
Colby Kyle and Jeff Hollis winning the
basketball, and a roster of eager CDE
faces putting in a great team effort to
win indoor & outdoor soccer, as well as
basketball.
If we keep our winning ways intact, the
trophy will remain safe in its rightful
home of the Crane Room.

We have so far been triumphant in
badminton, Spike ball, indoor
soccer and basketball IM's. We
intend to keep the ball rolling in the
spring! - George Triplett '22
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ALUMNI FEATURE

Rising Apparel Star Philomina Kane
'17!

In this most recent newsletter we
are highlighting fantastic and
innovative Gunner Alumni Philomina
Kane. Philomina founded Kin
Apparel in 2020, and has been seeing
huge success with her business in
the intervening time. Kin Apparel is
a clothing company that cares about
protecting black hair, while also
being stylish. She designs and sells
everything from satin lined hoodies,
to beanies and bucket hats.
Fans of NBCs Shark Tank might
recognise Philomina. Philomina
appeared on the show asking for the
sharks to invest in Kin Apparel, an
ask that sharks Lori Grenier and
Emma Grede were extremely willing
to fulfil. Philomina walked away from
here appearance on Shark Tank with
an investment of $200,000 from the
two sharks.
Philomina is a fantastic role model
for CDE members and Princeton
students in general, and we are
extremely proud to have her as a
part of the wider Gunner family! If
you are interested in checking out
what Kin Apparel does and how you
can support a growing business go
to kinapparel.org

